
EXAMPLE OF COMPLETED SO SPEECH RUBRIC

Oral Presentation Holistic Scoring Rubric (SE Missouri State U). 7 . A 4 paper is satisfactory, sometimes marginally so.
It presents an 4 - Accomplished.

The pronunciation and enunciation are very unclear. The speaker wanders off the topic. Look at each criterion
separately. The speaker appears uninterested. Within six minutes of allotted time. Good luck and good
assessing! After you have your two bookends, go back and fill in the middle. The criteria are listed along one
side and the performance ratings along the adjacent side. The speaker exhibits few disfluencies, such as "ahs,"
"uhms," or "you knows. Do you want to have a very variable grading structure, such as , or are there only a
few categories, like advanced, proficient, needs improvement? Then fill in the cell that would get the worst
score. The scorer must choose the grade that best fits the student performance. The speaker focuses primarily
on irrelevant content. The speaker exhibits very few disfluencies, such as "ahs," "uhms," or "you knows. The
ideas in the message can outlined easily. Delivery The speaker delivers the message in a confident, poised,
enthusiastic fashion. The speaker helps the listener understand the sequence and relationships of ideas by
using organizational aids such as announcing the topic, previewing the organization, using transitions, and
summarizing. The best part of a rubric is that it shows all the different levels, but the difference between each
level needs to be clear, like steps on a ladder, so it is evident why a student received the score he did.
Sometimes, numerical grades do not matter as much, as in a self assessment. The message is organized. Most
often an analytic rubric is in a grid or table format. A rubric might divide quality of performance into three
parts: 3 - Excellent, 2 - Satisfactory, and 1 - Needs Work. The volume is so low and the rate is so fast that you
cannot understand most of the message. Do the best assignments get the best grades? Within four minutes of
allotted time. Most student work will likely fit into more than one category for different criteria. The
organization of the message is mixed up and random. Math problems for high stakes testing will often use a
holistic rubric. The volume and rate varies to add emphasis and interest. The pronunciation and enunciation
are clear. Use numbers where appropriate Use consistent leveling throughout; do not make big jumps between
each box for one criterion, and then do incremental steps between others. Three to five performance levels is
usually best, but use what works for your assignment. The listener must make some assumptions about the
sequence and relationship of ideas. The speaker includes some irrelevant content. Organization The message is
overtly organized. Fewer ratings might not account for enough variance in the quality of the assignments;
different quality of work may receive the same rating because there are not enough categories to separate them
out. More levels might make it difficult to parse out differences between each. Descriptive ratings may be
more informative for students to see how well they are performing, and not necessarily what final numerical
grade they are receiving. Little or no variation; material presented with little originality or interpretation. The
speaker sticks to the topic. The message is so disorganized you cannot understand most of the message.
Numerical performance levels lend themselves to easy scoring, just add up the numbers, or let Quick Rubric
do it for you! They do not give as detailed feedback on what aspect of the work needs to be improved, so these
types of rubrics are less useful for assignments with many components.


